Scalar self force Scalar self force --introduction introduction
Consider a point like object with a scalar charge q , and a given world line ) (τ z ) (x g µν and a fixed background spacetime metric
The object induces a scalar field (perturbation) and a scalar force 
G
This Green function can be obtained from a fictitious massive electromagnetic Green function.
The scalar self force in curved spacetime (after regularization): 
Retarded solutions for a charge density of a point particle
Assumption: these integrals converge off the world line.
Scalar field Scalar field
Locally: when x is in a local neighborhood of z [ ]
Massive scalar field Massive scalar field Locally: when x is in a local neighborhood of z [ ]
I. Calculating the limit II. Then calculating the asymptotic form as
There is a different derivation, see F. G. Friedlander 
Simplified problem: The world line is within a convex domain (no -caustics), spacetime is globally hyperbolic. Barack and Ori (2000) 
